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E n j o y  t h e  i c e .



Anniversaries are meant to be celebrated, and this 
year Eskimo turns 60 years old! In Cumberland 
Wisconsin, ice fishing is a way of life. We are hon-
ored to be a part of the sport that has brought so 
much joy to our families over the generations. 

The world was a different place when we started 
making our first Eskimo ice augers. The year was 
1960, and three men named Art, Dick, and Sam 
came together to form “Ardisam,” the parent 
company of Eskimo. This new company located 
in rural, Northwest Wisconsin set out to make 
powered ice augers and post hole diggers, and 
the products they built 60 years ago have evolved 
to become what we know today as Eskimo. 

Over the years, our products have been utilized in 
many different ways. Our shelters have been used 
by several municipalities while repairing utility ser-
vices, as well as on the sidelines of football games 
to keep players warm. We were given the honor of 
designing 50’ augers for the U.S. Army to drill core 
samples, and our augers have been used to test 
ice roads in Alaska. We’ve also enjoyed winning 
many “World’s Fastest Auger” competitions over 
the years. Most of all, we have thousands of loyal 
and happy customers that have trusted our ice 
fishing products for 60 years!  
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Our goal has always been to create products that 
help anglers to enjoy their time on the ice, and help 
them catch more fish. Our products have become 
known for value, quality, reliability, and innovation. 
It’s our focus on these characteristics that has al-
lowed us to grow our product assortment to what 
it is today. We carry a legacy that has been passed 
down from generation to generation, and we are 
very proud of that. 

We believe that if we can make an angler’s expe-
rience more enjoyable—by keeping them warmer, 
making drilling a hole easier, keeping them out 
longer, and helping them catch more fish—we are 
doing our part to enhance the sport we love so 
much. To us, ice fishing is all about getting out-
doors, spending time with friends and family, and 
of course, putting a meal on the table. This basic 
approach drives our innovation. 

As technology has evolved, so have our shel-
ters and augers. The landscape of a sport once 
dominated by bulky, heavy gas augers looks very 
differently today. Augers have become lighter, 
faster and easier to use—can you imagine buying 



an auger over 40 lb. today? Electric, drill adaptive 
augers like the Pistol Bit check in at under 4 lb. and 
cut just as fast, if not faster than many gas augers. 

Propane has also become a popular part of our 
product line in recent years. We were proud to deliv-
er the first lightweight, high-compression propane 
augers to the industry in the form of the P1 Rocket—
which is as light as 26 lb.

Our roots are in augers, but we’ve also brought our 
passion for innovation to the shelter category as 
well. The QuickFish was the original pop-up, hub-
style shelter nearly 15 years ago, and since then 
we’ve been obsessed with making shelters better. 
Wide-bottom pop-ups for more room, full-panel 
doors for easy in and out, tougher and warmer 
fabric, and many other convenience features we’ve 
realized need to be there while out sitting on the ice.

Things have certainly changed over the years, but at 
the heart of it all, the passion that drives our team is 
still the same. We want to engineer and build prod-
ucts that make the sport of ice fishing easier and 
more enjoyable for your families and ours. We hope 
to see you on the ice this Winter!   

1960
Here is a glimpse into how things 
looked when Eskimo first started 

making ice fishing equipment:

The USA was still 9 years away 
from landing on the moon

The base price of a 
new Corvette was 

$3,872

The USA added a 50th 
star to its flag following the 
admission of Hawaii as a state

John F. Kennedy was 
elected the 35th President 
of the United States

The median home price was 

$11,900

The cost of a gallon 
of gasoline was 31¢

The cost of a loaf 
of bread was 20¢

Most houses were just 
starting to get color TVs

The average annual income 
of an American family was 

$5,600
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t’s late October and weather forecasts have temps dropping below 

freezing in the Northwoods. If you’re like most ice anglers, heading 

north to find first ice is all you can think about. The long-awaited ice season 

is finally here and you’re ready to hit the same bodies of water that everyone 

else knows exist. It’s a yearly routine that we have all fallen victim to. Ice 

anglers, and most people in general are creatures of habit. We eat the same 

foods, watch the same TV shows, sleep on one side of the bed….and fishing 

is no different.  

I

P R O  S T A F F  /  F I S H I N G  G U I D E
TROY PETERSON

Fishing
N E W  WAT E R S

B R E A K  T H E  H A B I T S . . .
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We head to the same lakes time and time again, 
fish the same spots, use the same lures, and if we 
don’t catch anything we tell ourselves the fish ar-
en’t biting and head home. When you think about 
it, we rarely change our daily routines for much of 
anything, fishing included. However, fish on the 
other hand are not stationary creatures and may 
not be in the same spot your memory thinks they 
should be or where you caught them yesterday. 
Too often failure is a result of fishing memories.

How does one conquer this habit and break the 
routine? Very simple, go fish a body of water you 
have never set foot on and break it apart, piece by 
piece. Let’s start by doing a little homework before 
venturing out. It will be well worth the effort. The 
first step is gathering information on the fishery 
through web searches, DNR websites or mapping 
books from The Sportsman’s Connection. These 
books and websites will share important informa-
tion such as detailed 
contour lake maps, fish 
stocking and survey 
data as well as listings 
of the best fishing 
spots and tips from 
area experts.

If you are looking to target a specific species, the 
lake data from your research can help determine 
if a lake is worthwhile or not. When I look to find 
lakes with panfish, not only am I looking for notes 

of abundance, I am looking for data to support 
larger fish. In most lake reports, there will be a 
breakdown of not only species, but the size 
measured from the latest surveys. 

If you’re fishing 
without GPS, 
it’s time to jump 
aboard and 
get something 
with mapping 
capabilities. 
It can be as 
easy as using 
your cell phone 
with a mapping 
app like Navionics or Humminbird’s Fish Smart. 
Several lakes in the Midwest will already have 
at a minimum the basic contours showing deep 
basins, points and drop offs. Some lakes will have 
more detailed information like bottom structure, 
weed types, cribs and other key information 
listed on the map, making it extremely easy to 
find starting areas. I run the MarCum MX7 GPS/
fish locator combo that utilizes the Navionics Hot 
Maps cards for precise contours and the ability 
to save waypoints for returning to key spots. This 
will help us find starting locations, and reduce the 
amount of time spent drilling holes or looking for 
information that is already available to us with the 
mapping data.

Now that we know what lake we are going to 
target, let’s talk about strategy and methods to 
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break the lake down. The first thing and probably 
the most important part of a lake to know is the 
color of the water. This can tell you so much about 
how you actually proceed fishing the lake. In clear 
lakes, the fish tend to be deeper and weed lines will 
typically be more predominant. The use of underwa-
ter cameras like the MarCum Pursuit HD will help 
find schools of fish and structure with ease. Finding 
fish can be a little easier in the clear water but the 
fishing can be a little more difficult. Fish tend be 
a bit more spooked, so you will likely have to use 
more finesse and natural presentation to get the 
fish to bite.

Stained or dirty water lakes can be just the oppo-
site. Fish have a tendency to be shallow and the use 
of cameras can be hindered by the low visibility. 
However, the new technology in side-imaging loca-
tors can make searching and locating fish very easy 
and efficient; sometimes reducing the amount of 
holes having to be drilled by 75%. Although the fish 
can be a little more difficult to locate, when you do 
stumble on a school, they will likely hold in place for 
a while and will typically react to a various selection 
of baits. Bright colors, rattle baits and aggressive 
jigging techniques are all great selections for fish-
ing dirty water. 

Location, location, location…..try the obvious spots 
first such as points, areas with vegetation, steep 
breaks or rocks. I typically search out the health-
iest vegetation I can find. All species of fish love 
vegetation because it oxygenates the 
water, provides cover, and plays 
home to a tremendous number 
of insects, plankton and 
other food fish need on 
a daily basis. From there, 
points act as a barrier for 
fish cruising around a lake. 
Predator fish like pike, walleye 
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and bass will hang off the deep edges during 
the day, watching over the shallows just 
waiting to ambush bait as it swims through. 
Those same predators will move up on top 
of the shallow points during low light feeding 
times like early mornings or evenings. When 
fishing during the day, I like using aggressive 
search baits like jigging raps, rippin’ raps, or 
big flutter spoons over the deep edges. These 
search baits will call fish in and allow you 
to catch or fine tune the technique in order 
to get the fish to bite. Typically, during peak 
feeding times such as early morning hours 

or just before dark, the fish around points are 
very aggressive and actively feeding, making 
it a great choice to try.

When all else fails, head to the deepest part 
of the basin and start looking for suspended 
fish. Fish have a tendency to pull a Houdini 
act and disappear all too often. This is where 
a side-imaging locator can be worth its 
weight in gold. A good majority of the time, 
panfish will head out over deep basins and 
suspend in large schools. Utilizing a side-im-
aging locator can help locate these schools 
by scanning as much as a 300’ circle in about 
10 seconds. These schools of suspended 
fish will stay over the deep basins for as little 
as a few hours or as much as a few weeks 
depending on what is happening with weath-
er and conditions of the lake.

Trying all these new things without having 
any expectations will open your eyes and 
make you try things you normally wouldn’t 
back on the waters you typically fish. Break-
ing new water down isn’t always easy though, 
as you can easily get overwhelmed and dis-
couraged. Time and time again, I have tried 
new lakes with no success only to have a 
second or third attempt pay off. Persistence, 
patience and determination will make you 
successful. I can guarantee you will learn 
a great deal and utilize some of that newly 
gained knowledge making you an even better 

ice angler back home. Remember to always 
check with locals on area conditions before 
venturing out on new waters. Safety should 
always be the most important factor while 
exploring. There is nothing more reward-
ing than finding a hot bite on a lake all by 
yourself. When you find that gem, cherish it! 
Respect it and enjoy the new memories you 
have created. One last thing…shoot me a 
message when you want to go!  

Captain Troy Peterson owns and operates 
Mr. Bluegill Guide Service in Wautoma, WI. 
For more information or to book a trip, call 
920-810-4570 or visit www.mrbluegill.com.

When all else fails, head to the 
deepest part of the basin and 

start looking for suspended fish
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L A Y E R I N G 
 for Comfort

P R O  S T A F F
MATT MASCARENAS

very time I get in front of a group of new ice anglers, whether 
it’s a seminar at a State Park, or an in-store event, I always get 

asked the same question: “What’s the most important thing I need 
to get started ice fishing?” My answer always surprises some if not 
most. Outside of rods, reels, line and bait, I think having a good way 
to stay warm and comfortable on the ice is one of, if not the most 
important thing to consider when getting started ice fishing. Let’s 
look at this simply; you’re typically sitting on a block of ice, in the 
winter elements, often for hours on end. If you’re not comfortable and 
properly dressed, you will likely be miserable and not enjoy your day.

E
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Staying warm starts with plan-
ning your clothing. You need to 
take into account that you may 
often be walking a couple miles, 
trudging through snow, setting 
up shelters, and drilling holes, 
all of which can cause a good 
amount sweat. Also, something 
l like to do is to put my bibs 
on at the lake versus at home, 
which can make a big difference 
in the amount of sweat you pro-
duce before you even get out on 
the ice. Moisture management 
should definitely be a major 
consideration when planning 
what you will wear.

A basic layering system for cold 
weather is made up of three lay-
ers: your baselayer, a mid layer 
and the outer layer. Headwear, 

handwear and footwear are all 
important too. Simply put, each 
layer has a main purpose.

Baselayer 
W I C K S  S W E A T  O F F 
Y O U R  S K I N

Your baselayer is what touch-
es your skin. Many of us have 
heard this before, but things like 
cotton or a cotton-rich blend can 
make getting warm in cold sit-
uations difficult after sweating 
or getting wet. I like to look for 
a wool or synthetic blend long 
sleeve shirt/long underwear. 
You want something that wicks 
away moisture, and potentially 
something that can hold heat 
even if it’s wet. I choose the 

weight and feel of my baselayer 
depending on the weather con-
ditions and the type of fishing I 
plan on doing that day. If I am 
going to be moving a lot and 
the weather isn’t too cold, then 
a light baselayer to wick the 
sweat is all I need. If I don’t plan 
to move much and it is extreme 
conditions, then I use something 
thicker but still something that 
will wick the sweat. Most of the 
time I spend I spend the day 
moving around the ice though, 
and I tend to get a good sweat 
on. You might see a theme here: 
I try to avoid sweating as much 
as possible, and if I sweat, I 
have good moisture wicking 
base-layers to get it off my body 
to keep me feeling dry, warm 
and comfortable.

“The most  
important 
part about 
planning your 
system is to 
remember 
that it is 
YOUR system”
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BibJak
P u l l o v e r

The BibJak is a little like the mullet of 
ice fishing outerwear—business up top, 
weekend comfort on the bottom. This 
is the ultimate ice fishing layer for the 
top half of your body. The chest and 
shoulders are designed to keep wind 
and water out, providing comfort in 
your shelter, or outside in the 
elements. Soft windproof fleece 
on the bottom half sits 
comfortably inside 
your bibs, perfect for 
layering to keep 
you warm without 
added bulk. The 
entire piece offers 
windproof pro-
tection, with the 
ability to layer up 
or down to meet 
your needs. 

G E T E S K I M O . C O M



Mid Layer 
I N S U L A T E S  T O  S H I E L D  Y O U 
F R O M  T H E  C O L D

Now on to the mid layer. For the top, I like 
a fleece or lighter weight insulated jacket 
or vest. I am a big fan of something with 
a hood, though I’m a big vest guy also! 
The mid layer top is an important layer to 
plan for as I remove it several times during 
the day as I get sweaty because of either 
drilling holes or moving around. As far as 
the bottoms go for the mid layer, I am a 
huge fan of wool pants or any cold weather 
type of “sweat pants”. I’d avoid any type of 
jeans/denim at all costs; jeans don’t provide 
mobility or wicking properties desired in 
a good mid layer. In really cold situations 
where I know I will not be moving as much 
and I’ll be trying to stay as warm as possible, 
I will typically go with wool or synthetic long 
underwear as a baselayer, and something 
like the Eskimo Shanty Boss sweat pants as 
a mid-layer. In more moderate temperature 
situations, I just run my mid layer pants and 
skip the heavy long underwear. Generally, a 
good rule of thumb with baselayers is to find 
the warmth you need, with minimal bulk.

Outer Layer 
P R O T E C T S  Y O U  F R O M 
T H E  E L E M E N T S 
( S N O W ,  R A I N ,  W I N D ,  E T C . )

Next, the outer layer, which is all about 
protection from the elements. In this layer 
I look for something to keep me dry and 
keep the wind out. There are many options 
to consider with your outer layer. Many folks 
still wear insulated work style coveralls and 
bibs, which are a good warm and durable 

“A good rule of thumb 
with baselayers is to 

find the warmth you need, 
with minimal bulk”
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option, but also get heavy when 
wet and don’t float. I encourage 
all ice anglers to take a look 
at the many float-assist suits 
designed for ice fishing and 
winter activity, if they haven’t 
already. This is one of the few 
expenses that I consider a 
must, primarily because it pro-
vides a huge safety benefit. 

The most important thing is to 
find a suit with the amount of 
insulation to fit your climate 
and activity level. If you are a 
run and gun type angler like 
me, I absolutely love the weight 
and the mobility of wearing 
the Legend ice suit. The key 
is the ability to layer up and 
down based on conditions. I 
wore the Eskimo Lockout suit 
for a couple of seasons, but 
this last season I was in the 
Eskimo Legend suit. What I 
enjoyed most about the latest 
generation of Eskimo Suits is 
the Uplyft™ breathable Flota-
tion. Prior float suits I’ve owned 
were great, but I would sweat 

in them. The Uplyft flotation al-
lows more breathability, which 
helps regulate body temp by 
avoiding moisture buildup. 
If you think about it, there is 
little point in wearing all of 
these high quality wicking 
base and mid layers, just to 
have moisture trapped against 
your body by your suit.

Now for the footwear which 
is the easiest for me because 
my only goal in this situation 
is keeping my feet dry! I start 
by wearing a pair of wool 
socks. For boots I like to find 
something that’s waterproof 
and around 800 grams of 
insulation. I also wear slip on 
shoes to try and avoid my feet 
sweating on the drive to the 
lake. I don’t go too heavy on the 
insulation grams because I am 
a little “lieutenant Dan” when 
it comes to my feet if they get 
wet and cold my day is done! 

Not all float-assist suits 
are created equal. 
Eskimo’s proprietary 
Uplyft™ breathable 
material provides the 
added security of 
float-assist, without 
trapping moisture 
against your skin.  
By allowing more 
breathability, your 
body properly transfers 
moisture and air, which 
prevents sweat buildup. 
This means you’re less 
likely to get too hot or 
too cold on the ice. 
Keeping you safe and 
comfortable is our goal!

Uplyft is featured in 
the Roughneck, 
Keeper, Legend, 
and Superior bibs 
and jackets.



That’s my system in a nutshell. There are certainly 
a number of great clothing options that I like, and 
every season I see clothing advancements. The 
most important thing is to realize that all pieces of 
clothing are part of a system, and you can inter-
change pieces and layers to meet your needs for 
a specific day or conditions. As the years go by 
and you accumulate more items, the options can 
become endless. Whatever you choose, the most 
important part about planning your system is to re-
member that it is your system. The biggest thing to 
consider is the way that you fish, and what works 
best for you and your situation. 

• LEGEND •
ICE SUIT

Wool Matters:
Look for a pair of wool socks with at least 
50% wool content to make sure you’re 
getting the benefit of the natural wicking 
and insulating properties of wool fibers. 
Here’s a few tips to get the best experience 
with wool:

 Be sure to properly care for your 
 wool garments
 Use wool or performance detergents 

 (if dry cleaning is not recommended)
  Always hang-dry when possible
 Some types of wool can cause 

 skin irritation
 Test wool baselayers before going 

 onto the ice to make sure your skin 
 doesn’t become irritated
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SUPERIOR
J A C K E T  &  B I B S

Superior design. Superior fit. Superior materials. 
The Eskimo Superior™ jacket and bibs are built for 
superior anglers...or at least those who demand 
the best from their outerwear. This flexible suit 
system combines mobility and warmth, featuring 
a lightweight and highly breathable (15k/15k) 
uninsulated outer shell, and 3M™ Thinsulate™ 
insulated puffer-style liner jacket and pants. Any 
of the four pieces can be worn as a system or 
individually. Best of all, the outer shell features 
Eskimo Uplyft™ breathable flotation assist, which is 
an added layer of safety and warmth, but still allows 
your skin to breathe. Fall, spring and especially 
winter—this system offers the ultimate in flexibility 
and has you covered in any situation.

P R O D U C T
SPOTLIGHT

W H A T  W E  L O V E  A B O U T  T H E

Superior Suit
SUPERIOR VERSATILITY 
Ice, boat, or blind...this 3-season suit will keep you warm 
and dry no matter what elements you throw at it.

SUPERIOR PROTECTION 
3X the waterproof/breathability of a standard ice suit.

SUPERIOR COMFORT 
Uplyft™ breathable flotation transfers moisture and allows 
sweat to be pulled away from your body.

SUPERIOR WARMTH 
A removable insulated zip-out puffer shell keeps you warm 
and comfortable, even on the coldest days.

SUPERIOR CUT 
Room where you need it, without added bulk.

SUPERIOR STYLE 
This isn’t your run of the mill ice suit.



MEN #34055

SUPERIOR BIBS

M–5XL

MEN #34054

SUPERIOR JACKET

M–5XL

UPLYFT™  BREATHABLE FLOTATION

DURADRY™  POLYESTER FABRIC

DURABLE WATER REPELLENT (DWR)

FULLY-TAPED SEAMS

COMPLETE WATERPROOF PROTECTION

15K /  15K WATERPROOF/BREATHABLE RATING

MULTI-SEASON, VERSATILE LAYERING

  UNINSULATED, LIGHTWEIGHT OUTER JACKET

  140GM 3M™  THINSULATE™  INSULATED 
  ZIP-OUT PUFFER-STYLE INNER JACKET

  UNINSULATED, LIGHTWEIGHT OUTER BIB

  100GM 3M™  THINSULATE™  INSULATED 
  PUFFER-STYLE INNER PANT

FAST-DRAINING INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION

FIT FOR MOBILITY

YKK®  ZIPPERS

THE SUPERIOR SUIT FEATURES:
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Need to scratch the ice fishing itch, but can’t get 
out on the ice? Check out these shows and partner 

YouTube channels for some great fishing fun!

Content
A N D

SHOWS
E S K I M O  I C E  F I S H I N G

YOUTUBE.COM/ESKIMOICEFISHINGGEAR



F I S H

ADDICTIONS

I N - D E P T H

OUTDOORS

J A Y

SIEMENS

T O M

BOLEY

S U P E R I O R

ANGLING

MEATEATER

T E A M  Y U K O N

OUTDOORS
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Ice Camping
D I S C O V E R I N G  T H E  J O Y  O F



ave you ever been on a hot bite and not 
wanted to leave the lake at the end of the 

day? Maybe you occasionally like to fish a lake that 
is far away from your house and you would like to 
spend the weekend? Some people may think you 
need to buy an expensive sleeper shack in order to 
do this, but over the past few seasons I have found 
another option I call “Ice Camping.” 

I have been ice camping in southern Wisconsin for 
many years. My friends and I started when we got 
tired of driving an hour back and forth to our favor-
ite lake every night and morning. When we started 
it was pretty basic, just some guys sleeping in their 
chairs in a small shack around a heater, but as the 
years have passed, we evolved and learned, and I 
believe we have almost perfected it.

Here are some things we have learned, and some 
must have items to pack to help ensure a safe and 
comfortable night on the ice. 

The most crucial item you are going to want to pay 
attention to is your shelter. You will want a large 
hub style shelter, preferably with insulated material 
to help conserve heat and save fuel. For my camp-
ing, I have been using the Eskimo Outbreak 450i 
which has the huge benefit of the full sized door to 
prevent tripping when getting up in the middle of 
the night. I have also used the “double hub” style 
FatFish 9416i and the six-sided 6120i. All have 
their advantages, but ultimately, the no trip door is 
a nice feature when camping. 

Once you have picked out your shelter you will 
want to get a nice heater and propane. If you 

P R O  S T A F F
JUSTIN BUE

H
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think you have enough propane, 
grab some more just to be safe. 
One thing that can ruin a night or 
weekend on the ice very quickly 
is running out of propane. It is 
also a good idea to have a sec-
ondary heater along, just in case. 
If you have a failure, a backup 
heater is essential. Although 
many heaters on the market now 
have oxygen and tip sensors, it 
is still very important to pack a  
Carbon Monoxide alarm. This 
will help prevent asphyxiation as 
well as help you and your camp-
ing partners rest a little easier. 

Now that you have heat and 
shelter you are going to want 
a comfortable cot and sleeping 
bag. I prefer a cot to an air 
mattress or sleeping pad. A 
cot will keep you warm, dry, 
and off the ice while you sleep. 
I also always pack extra clothes 
and boots in my truck just in 
case anything gets wet. Those 
are the basics to have a 
successful ice camping trip. 

We covered the basics, so let’s 
get into some of the extra stuff 

One way to ensure you always 
have a set of clothes and boots 
ready to go is to make use of a 
“dry bag”. The Large Mouth Dry 
Bag is perfect for packing your 
suit, hat, gloves, or whatever else 
you want to bring on your ice 
camping trip. The bag keeps its 
contents dry and protected with 
a fully waterproof, seam-sealed, 
durable ripstop shell.

LARGE MOUTH
DRY BAG

#32730

“As a 
safety 

precaution, 
it is 

always a 
good idea 
to have 

a charged 
phone in 
case of 

emergency.”



I bring camping to make it safer and more enjoyable. 
I like to have a nice dry floor while camping so we 
always bring a tarp to put down on the ice. A good 
tarp or interlocking foam flooring will help keep your 
feet dry and will also help keep the shack warmer. Not 
only will this keep your feet dry, but it will also keep 
food and other items dry. In terms of food, we always 
bring a grill to cook up brats, burgers, and venison 
steaks. Sandwiches will do the trick if you want to 
pack light, or don’t want to deal with grilling, but a hot 
meal on the ice is incredibly enjoyable. Head lamps, 
flashlights, and lanterns are a must have for any night 
fishing trip. This becomes even more so when you are 
camping overnight; you never know when nature will 
call and you have to find your way out of the shack in 
a hurry. Several of us have started running LED rope 
lights inside the shack as well, which are cheap, very 
efficient, and put out great light. One last thing I al-
ways have with me is a battery pack for charging my 
phone, running lights, etc. As a safety precaution, it is 
always a good idea to have a charged phone in case 
of emergency. An extra power source is also nice if 
you want to fall asleep to a movie or music and not 
worry about running out of power.

In terms of fishing, everyone has their preference, but 
one nice thing about camping on the ice is the ability 

to use tip-up throughout 
the night. It seems like 
there is always a hot 
midnight-2AM bite. I outfit 
my tip-ups with Vulture 
Systems Tip Up Alarms. 
They’re a great long-range 

two-way sensor that attaches to tip ups to send you 
an alarm when you get a flag. This means I get to the 
fish quicker and get spooled less. 

Hopefully this information is helpful, and leads to a 
safe and successful camping trip of your own on your 
favorite lake this year!  

S H E LT E R

P R O PA N E

M O R E  P R O PA N E !

C A R B O N  M O N O X I D E 
D E T E C T O R

C O T

S L E E P I N G  B A G

E X T R A  C L O T H E S

T A R P  /  F O A M  F L O O R

F O O D

H E A D L A M P S ,  L A N T E R N S , 
F L A S H L I G H T S

L E D  R O P E  L I G H T S

P H O N E  +  B A T T E R Y  PA C K

T I P - U P S  W I T H  A L A R M S

  Ice Camping
Essentials:
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P O P - U P  S E R I E S

HOOK FISH, NOT YOUR FEET
The new Outbreak XD Series of pop-up shelters feature the Eskimo exclusive “No Trip” full 
panel door. What’s that mean? It means no face planting when running after tip-ups, or swiftly 
exiting to answer the call of Mother Nature. It means easier loading and unloading your gear, 
and no pile-up of kids hooking boots in the entryway. It means an 
accessible entry for all ages to enjoy.

Available in three different sizes ranging from 51–94 ft2 
of fishable area, all with Eskimo StormShield™ insulated 
fabric, the Outbreak Series has you covered—without 
tripping you up.  

P R O D U C T
SPOTLIGHT



S Q U A R E
F E E T

S H E LT E R
H E I G H T

51 77”

S Q U A R E
F E E T

S H E LT E R
H E I G H T

75 80”

S Q U A R E
F E E T

S H E LT E R
H E I G H T

94 84”

OVERSIZED, TRIP-PROOF DOOR

MORE FISHABLE AREA

STORMSHIELD™  INSULATED FABRIC

GRAY INTERIOR

INTERIOR WINDOW FLAP HOOK-AND-LOOP

REMOVABLE WINDOW PANELS

MESH STORAGE POCKETS

DELUXE, CAM STRAP TIE-DOWNS

YKK®  ZIPPERS

ALL OUTBREAK
SHELTERS FEATURE:
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PORTABLE HUB
P O P - U P  S H E L T E R S

What does it mean to lead? It means not being 
afraid to push beyond the current standard, and 
to find a better path. At Eskimo, we take pride in 
being the leaders in the pop-up category. Over a 
decade ago the QuickFish started that trend by 
offering anglers a new way to fish in space and 
comfort. That eventually lead to the even larger, 
wide-bottom designed FatFish, which meant 
more fishable area. This year, the most current 
generation of pop-up shelters—the Outbreak—
leads the way to a new level of comfort and  
convenience with even more space, and its  
innovative full panel door.

noun   |   lead•er   |   \ ˈlē-dər \
LEADER

someone or something that leads

someone or something that 
provides direction and course



QUICKFISH 2
#69151

QUICKFISH 6
#69149

FATFISH 9416i
#FF9416I

QUICKFISH 3
#69143

QUICKFISH 6i
#36150

60TH ANNIVERSARY 
EDITION

#41960

QUICKFISH 3i
#69445

FATFISH 949
#FF949

OUTBREAK
450XD

#40450

OUTBREAK
250XD
#40250

QUICKFISH 5i
#24105

FATFISH 949i
#FF949I

OUTBREAK
650XD

#40650

LIMITED EDITION
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Float Suit
T H E  V A L U E  O F  A



here is no guarantee that the ice we 
set foot on will sustain us and our gear. 

Regardless of the time of year, we accept a level 
of risk when venturing out on the ice. Should the 
worst-case scenario occur, caution and diligence 
to ensure the proper equipment is available and 
on-hand are always warranted. Conversations 
with two ice anglers who separately faced falling 
through the ice share their perspective and expe-
riences with just how quickly it can all happen.

East coast ice angler Tyler Hanson was enjoying 
a day on the ice participating in a local Vermont 
derby with his son when things went terribly 
wrong. Hanson, an avid angler and outdoor enthu-
siast, checked the ice at the access several times, 
noting that they had nearly 10” of solid ice be-
neath their feet. Proceeding onto the ice they set 
up their shelter and spread out tip ups surround-
ing their base camp. It was a February day like 
so many other ice anglers have experienced and 
enjoyed. Thrilled to see a flag up, the father-son 
pair raced to bring in their catch. After landing a 
nice pike, they headed for the weigh-in station a 
few hundred yards down the lake, walking single 
file toward their destination. Following a set of 
ATV tracks Tyler was confident in the security of 
the ice beneath their feet. That confidence was 
soon lost as he felt the ice buckle and give way 
underneath him. “I was shocked as I was going 
in. The water was cold, and I mean COLD! But my 

first thought was of my son behind me.” Luckily, 
the youngster was following far enough back to 
be able to stop while still on safe ice.

Tyler was wearing a newly purchased set of Es-
kimo Keeper bibs when he fell through the ice. “I 
never went fully in the water” as the Uplyft™ float 
assist technology in the bibs kept him buoyant 
and prevented him from completely submersing 
in the frigid water. His mind racing, he now turned 
his thoughts to how to get out of the water and 
back up onto the ice. “I was still holding the fish 
through it all. I threw it up onto the ice and tried 
to get out of the water. Because of what I was 
wearing, it was so much simpler to get out of the 
water.” The Keeper Bibs gave the lower half of his 
body enough buoyancy to allow him to “slide” out 
of the water and onto the ice. They safely made 
it back to their portable shack to warm up before 
eventually weighing in the pike and taking 4th 
place in that day’s derby. The story may not have 
had as happy an ending if Tyler were not wearing 
a float assist suit. “I’m definitely getting the jacket 
to go with them!” he stated. “I won’t go on the ice 
again without them on.”

Keith Horning was fishing Saginaw Bay on Lake 
Huron for walleye in January on a spot they had 
fished a number of times prior. Hitting the ice with 
a buddy, they loaded their gear on an ATV and 
pulled a sled behind as they set out on the ice. 
They knew ice conditions on Saginaw Bay could 
vary and that they needed to be cautious. Check-
ing the ice early on they felt safe knowing that 
they had 9-10” of good ice on which to fish. The 
spot they were targeting was not as productive 
as they had hoped so they decided to leave their 
portable shelter and push further out in search of 

T

N A T I O N A L  P R O  S T A F F
KYLE AGRE
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a rock pile that often held fish. 
All of the holes around their 
base camp were at 9” of ice, so 
they didn’t give it any thought 
that it might not be safe. As they 
followed the guidance of their 
GPS toward their destination the 
ATV carrying both anglers, their 
auger, electronics and rod/reel 
combos suddenly dropped from 

beneath them, falling back end 
first into the waters of Saginaw 
Bay. With his friend nowhere in 
sight, Keith felt his leg caught 
on the ATV beneath the water, 
holding him down, eyes deep 
in the icy waters. He struggled 
to break free from the grip that 
the machine held on him, barely 
able to surge up to get a breath 
of air. After what seemed like 
an eternity, he broke loose. “As 
soon as my legs came free 
from my quad, the Eskimo bibs 
pushed my legs up.” Horning 
shared. He struggled to get out. 
“Every time I tried to grab onto 
the ice it broke loose. The bibs 
kept my legs up so that I was 
able to find secure ice and slide 
out of the water like a seal.” He 
was also wearing the Eskimo 
Keeper flotation assist bibs that 

day. Keith’s fishing companion 
was somehow able to get out 
of the water as well. They now 
found themselves 1½ miles 
from their portable shelter, 
soaking wet and freezing cold. 
The pair made it back to the 
shelter, turned the heat on high 
and called for help. “My memory 
of going into the water was at 

first fear, then my brain kicked 
into survival mode. We needed 
to get out of there!” Horning 
added “I’m a big guy. It had 
everything to do with those bibs 
being able to float my legs up so 
I could get out.”

Looking back at the incident, 
Horning shared “I’ll never set 
foot on the ice again without my 
Eskimo suit”. And he anticipates 
keeping a stronger focus on 
“reading the ice for changes” 
as he travels from spot to spot 
in order to avoid a situation like 
this again. 

The conversation of ice safety 
all too often takes place only at 
first ice, when frozen lakes are 
slowly building enough ice to 

“If I hadn’t been wearing those 
Eskimo bibs, I don’t think I’d be 
here now...” - Keith Horning

Michigan Ice Angler

ROUGHNECK
S U I T



safely support anglers and their gear. The stories 
of these two anglers demonstrate the need to keep 
ice safety in the forefront of our minds every time 
we set foot onto the ice, regardless of what point in 
the season we find ourselves. 

Some important safety precautions that every ice 
angler should take include: 

Ice safety isn’t a sometime thing, it’s an every-time 
thing. Don’t take it for granted and you’ll be much 
more likely to avoid life threatening situations 
like those shared by these two anglers. For more 
details on their stories, be sure to follow and listen 
to the 2020-21 season of the ShackTalk ice fishing 
podcast, featuring interviews with both Tyler Han-
son and Keith Horning. 

 TELL SOMEONE WHERE YOU ARE GOING 
 AND WHEN YOU EXPECT TO RETURN

 USE A SPUD BAR TO TEST THE ICE, OR 
 AN AUGER TO DRILL A TEST HOLE EVERY 
 TIME BEFORE VENTURING OUT

 CHECK THE ICE OFTEN WHEN ON 
 UNFAMILIAR AREAS OF THE LAKE

 BRING A LENGTH OF ROPE ALONG AND 
 ALWAYS KEEP IT ACCESSIBLE

 CARRY OR WEAR A LIFE PRESERVER WHEN 
 ON THE ICE, OR WEAR CLOTHING WITH 
 FLOAT ASSIST TECHNOLOGY

 CARRY ICE PICKS

 WEAR ICE CLEATS ON YOUR BOOTS

 TRAVEL IN SINGLE FILE ON THE ICE, WITH 
 ENOUGH SPACE BETWEEN ANGLERS TO ALLOW 
 FOR A SAFE STOPPING DISTANCE—WHETHER 
 ON FOOT, ATV, SNOWMOBILE OR VEHICLE

ADDS BUOYANCY FOR  
FLOTATION ASSISTANCE

SWEAT CAN ESCAPE, 
LEAVING THE SUIT 
INTERIOR DRY AND 

COMFORTABLE

PERFORATIONS 
ALLOW FOR EASIER 

MOVEMENT AND 
QUICKER DRAINAGE

QUICK DRYING AFTER 
LAUNDERING

ROUGHNECK
S U I T

KEEPER
S U I T

LEGEND
S U I T

SUPERIOR
S U I T
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KEEPER
MEN’SWOMEN’SYOUTH

S–2XL M–5XLXS–L

F L O A T  S U I T S
ESKIMO



ROUGHNECK LEGEND SUPERIOR
MEN’S MEN’S MEN’S

M–5XL M–5XL M–5XL 43







D R I L L  A D A P T I V E  A U G E R S

FASTER, LIGHTER,
SMOOTHER, & STRONGER
Coming in just under 4lb., the Pistol Bit is the perfect run-n-gun auger 
bit for a day of hole hopping. Featuring a high-strength polymer flite 
and cutting head—rated for extreme cold weather performance—along 
with a rigid aluminum hexagon shaft, the Pistol Bit is able to stay 
lighter than the competition while maintaining incredible strength 
and durability. Precision-sharpened, hardened blades and a stabilizing 
centering point (on the 8 inch model) make cutting holes smoother 
and easier, and maximizes the battery life of your cordless drill. 
The Pistol Bit is the lightest, fastest and smoothest auger of its kind.

P R O D U C T
SPOTLIGHT



6” AND 8”
MODELS

AVAILABLE

8

6
BIT-SAVING PLATE

Included polymer top plate is slightly wider than the 
auger flite, so you can cut with confidence knowing 
that you won’t lose your drill or auger down the hole.

HEXAGONAL, ALUMINUM SHAFT

Lightweight aluminum delivers maximum weight 
savings without compromising durability.

HIGH-STRENGTH CUTTING HEAD

Reliable performance in all conditions. Aggressive 
design cuts through ice quickly and smoothly.

Specially-engineered, custom blended 
polymer keeps the unit lightweight, 
while maintaining flexibility and impact 
resistance in cold temperatures with 
minimal ice buildup.

POLYMER FLITE

• Side Stabilizer Arm
•  1/2” Drill Chuck
•  18 Volt / 4 Amp Lithium Ion Battery (or higher)
•  Brushless Motor Design
• Minimum 725 in/lbs of torque

D R I L L  R E Q UI R E M E N T S
* D R I L L  N OT  I N C L U D E D  W I T H  P I S T O L  B I T

Precisely place your hole and 
crisply engage the cut with ease.

CENTERING POINT

8 INCH MODEL ONLY
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AUGERS
P O W E R  •  H A N D  •  A D A P T I V E

At Eskimo, we have been building augers 
for quite a while…60 years to be exact. 
Over that many years, you start to build 
a name for yourself. We are proud of the 
hundreds of thousands of augers we 
have built over the decades, and are even 
more proud to stand behind our augers 
with an exclusive 5-year warranty. Gas, 
Propane, Hand, or Drill Adaptive—no  
matter how you cut it, we have you 
covered. Eskimo augers...a legend 60 
years in the making. 

adjective  |  leg· end· ar· y  |  \ ˈle-jən-ˌder-ē \
LEGENDARY

of, relating to, or characteristic of 
legend or a legend 
legendary creatures of the sea

well-known, famous 
a person or thing that inspires legends



8”
F1 ROCKET™

#F1R08

8” M43
MAKO™

#M43Q8

8” S33
STINGRAY™

#S33Q8

6”
PISTOL BIT™

#35400

10”
F1 ROCKET™

#F1R10

10” M43
MAKO™
#M43Q10

6”
HAND AUGER

#HD06

8”
PISTOL BIT™

#35600

8”
P1 ROCKET™

#P1R08

8”
HC40

#HC40Q8

7”
HAND AUGER

#HD07

10”
P1 ROCKET™

#P1R10

10”
HC40

#HC40Q10

8”
HAND AUGER

#HD08
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S M A R T P H O N E
Angling

M O B I L E  A P P  R E V I E W S



e live in an exciting time. 
New technologies and 

tools are developed almost every 
day, many of which are available 
right at our fingertips. If you could 
tell your ancestors about the tech-
nological advances that currently 
exist, I’d guess they might just 
think ‘you’re full of it.’

Love it or hate it, the smartphone 
is arguably one of the greatest 
tools ever invented. As a smart-
phone user, you have the ability to 
make phone calls, send messag-
es, or even buy something online 
anywhere on the planet—so long 
as you have cellular service. 
Smartphone technology has 
drastically impacted how we live 
our lives and how we interact with 
others. Think of the last time you 
pulled out a paper map to get 
directions somewhere or used a 
landline to get a hold of a friend—
I’m guessing it was a long time 
ago. Along with the smartphone 
comes an endless list of applica-
tions that were designed to make 
our lives easier. The smartphone 
has altered the ways in which 
we—as anglers—plan a trip, 
and ultimately helped us to 
become more successful on 
the water and ice. 

These ‘apps’ can be sorted into 
a handful of different categories. 

For the purposes of this article, we 
will limit the apps related to those 
handy on the hardwater. 

W E AT H E R
—  A P P S  —

Weather.com
Weather.com might 
just be the most 
well-known weather 

application on the market. For a 
free application, there isn’t much 
weather information it doesn’t 
have. Daily and hourly details re-
garding wind speed and direction, 
temperature, and precipitation, 
make this a great tool for planning 
time on the hardwater. Other fea-
tures include sunrise and sunset 
times, as well as weather radar. 
Weather.com also offers a Premi-
um Subscription which includes 
enhanced weather information 
and radar capabilities. 
Cost: FREE ($29.99/year for 
Premium Subscription)

Weather 
Underground 
(Wunderground)

Wunderground is 
also an excellent weather app, and 
a prime contender when it comes 
to top free weather applications. 
It offers all of the same features 
as most weather applications, 
including wind speed and direc-
tion, temperature, and precipita-
tion—but it also includes 24-Hour 
precipitation estimates, as well as 
barometric pressure readings and 
trends. Cost: FREE ($19.99/year 
for Premium Subscription)

Barometer 
Plus
Barometric pres-
sure is one of the 

leading influencers on fishing 
success and level of fish activity, 
making it an important detail 
to know when spending time 
on the water. The good news is 
that most smartphones have a 
built-in sensor for reading current 
air pressure. The Barometer app 
provides real time data related to 
barometric pressure and elevation, 
and allows the user to track trends 
over a period of time. Cost: FREE 
(In-App Purchases Available)

M A P P I N G
—  A P P S  —

ActiveCaptain 
by Garmin

If you own a Garmin 
fish finder, this 

is one must-have application. 
ActiveCaptain allows the user to 
wirelessly pair their mobile device 
with their Garmin fish finder. Any 
waypoints marked on the unit or 
mobile device will be wirelessly 
shared with the other. Lake maps 
are also available through the 
application, which come free of 
charge if the user owns a compat-
ible Garmin device. They can also 
be purchased for a fee. The maps 
feature depth highlight capabil-
ities, and users have access to 
Garmin’s QuickDraw Community 
which houses lake maps built 
by other Garmin users. Garmin’s 
maps can be downloaded for 

W

P R O  S T A F F
BLAKE TOLLEFSON
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offline use, so you don’t need to 
have service to use the app. Active-
Captain also helps users wirelessly 
update their chartplotters. This is 
an excellent tool for planning an up-
coming trip, accessing maps on the 
go, or marking your favorite fishing 
spot. Cost: FREE ($149.99 one-time 
fee provides access to all lake maps 
for the entire United States)

FishSmart 
by Humminbird

Similarly to Active-
Captain, FishSmart 

allows users to wirelessly connect 
their Humminbird chartplotter to 
their mobile device. The app fea-
tures include access to more than 
2,200 HD LakeMaster Maps, which 
can be purchased on an individual 
lake basis. Lake map prices range 
on a per lake basis. Humminbird 
users can also download the latest 
update and push them wirelessly 
to their unit. As a Humminbird 
owner, this application is definitely 
one you shouldn’t pass up. It’s a 
perfect utility for accessing your 
Humminbird data on the go. 
Cost: FREE (Individual 
lake maps range in 
price from $9.99 
to $19.99)

Navionics
When it comes to 
mapping applica-
tions, Navionics is by 

far the most used and well known. 
For the nominal price of $14.99, 
users have access to Navionics full 
catalog of USA lake maps (Cana-
dian maps can also be purchased 
for an additional fee). Track your 
location, mark waypoints, and 
follow tracks. Navionics maps allow 
for depth shading as well so you 
can pinpoint those high percentage 
areas of the lake. The maps can 
also be downloaded for offline use 
if you get into those areas that have 
sketchy cell phone service. Navi-
onics features “Plotter Sync” which 
allows Humminbird, Raymarine, 
Lowrance, and others to transfer 
routes, waypoints, and more. The 
app also features compatibility with 
Garmin’s ActiveCaptain Community. 
If you’re on a budget, or don’t own 
one of the above-named devices, 
this is a necessity for your time on 

the water. At the present time, 
there isn’t another mapping 

app that packs this 
much punch at this 

price point. 
Cost: $14.99 for 
USA maps, OR 

$21.99 for USA & 
Canada maps

Google 
Earth
When it comes to 
apps in the FREE cat-

egory, there aren’t many as effective 
as Google Earth. The app provides 
satellite imagery for just about any 
place on the planet. It is a great tool 
for scouting fishing spots, especial-
ly for those areas that don’t have 
lake maps. On those clear bodies 
of water, the high-quality aerial 
imagery is perfect for picking out 
rock points, humps, and drop-offs. 
Elevation profiles, measuring tools, 
and waypoints are all a part of the 
Google Earth package. It seems like 
Google is constantly updating their 
log of aerial imagery, so new secret 
spots like to show themselves each 
time there’s an update. Cost: FREE

OnX 
Hunt
You may ask yourself 
what a “hunting” re-

lated app is doing on this list. While 
OnX is certainly geared toward the 
hunting crowd, it is an extremely 
versatile mobile tool for scouting 
spots and determining access to 
local lakes, as well as those hidden 
gems in the middle of nowhere. The 
app shows landowner information, 
public lands, topographic data, and 
boat landings for a wide range of 
lakes and rivers. It also allows the 
user to mark waypoints and create 
tracks. OnX requires an annual 
subscription on a per state basis. If 
you venture off the beaten path, this 
app is an excellent tool to have in 
your mobile arsenal. 
Cost: $29.99 for Individual States, 
$99.99 for entire USA



U T I L I T Y
—  A P P S  —

Fishing 
Knots
As ice anglers, we 
work with a num-

ber of different lines and lures. 
Knowing which knot to tie in which 
situation is critical to success. 
Tying the wrong knot can lead to 
less than ideal results. The Fishing 
Knots apps provides how-to vid-
eos and images of approximately 
70 different knots you can use on 
the ice. This free app is a partic-
ularly handy tool for learning new 
knots, and perfecting those you 
may have forgotten. 
Cost: FREE

Fish 
Brain
FishBrain is one 
of those apps 

that’s hard to classify. At a quick 
glance, it almost appears to be 
an Instagram for fishing where 
users post content related to 
their latest catches. As you dig 
deeper, there’s much more. The 
free version of the app includes 
fishing related content, as well as 
a Shop function, so you can buy a 
new rod, reel, lure, or other fishing 
accessories—some of which 
come at a discounted price. It also 
allows users to log catches, find 
boat landings, and see what fish 
are biting on in specific bodies of 
water based on previously logged 
catches. Weather data, such as 
temperature, wind speed, air pres-
sure, and sun and moon phases 
are also included. 

The paid version of FishBrain, 
known as FishBrain Pro, has many 
additional features. With FishBrain 
Pro, you are able to see all catch 
positions logged throughout a 
body of water. Another great tool 
is the addition of Depth Contours 
from C-Map Genesis Social Maps. 
These maps are crowdsourced 
and are updated continuously 
making them a great tool for 
finding new spots. Also included 
under the FishBrain Pro umbrella 
is BiteTime. It uses data logged 
from catches across the country, 
as well as location and weather 
factors, to determine the best 
times to fish for given species. 
Both the free and paid versions 
of the app are great tools for 
finding more fish and being more 
successful on the water. 
Cost: FREE for FishBrain, 
$9.99/month or $74.99/year 
for FishBrain Pro

“ O T H E R ”
—  A P P S  —

Fish 
Donkey
This list wouldn’t be 
complete without 

mentioning one of the hottest new 
fishing related apps. FishDonkey 
allows users to participate in 
online fishing tournaments from 
anywhere in the world. Set up 
your own tournament to compete 
with your friends, or take on the 
likes of fishing celebrities as they 
will work to defeat anyone who’s 
willing to accept the challenge. 
Cost: FREE 

Local DNR Websites
It wouldn’t be fair to make this 
list without mentioning local DNR 
and Game & Fish websites, such 
as the Minnesota and Wisconsin 
Department of Natural Resources. 
While these are not specifically 
mobile apps, they are accessible 
from your phone and arguably 
some of the best tools for finding 
fishing related information. Need 
to know what lives in a lake, where 
the boat landing is, or what the 
fishing regulations are? These are 
the places to look. Most states 
employ a number of experts to 
manage fish populations and 
determine the optimal regulations 
for fishing success. Use these 
tools to your advantage. 

A successful day on the water 
starts with preparation at home, 
as well as having the right tools 
at the ready. Smartphones have 
certainly changed some of the 
ways we plan for a trip, and how 
we decide where to fish. They 
definitely aren’t going anywhere, 
so use them to your advantage to 
find and catch more fish. There’s 
a plethora of tools available at 
your fingertips.  
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S I D E  D O O R  F L I P  S E R I E S

AN ORIGINAL, RE-BORN
Over a decade ago, Eskimo introduced the first side door Eskape shelter, and 
now it’s back and better than ever! Available in two spacious sizes, the new 
Eskape series is built to keep you comfortable on the ice. 80 grams of high-loft 
insulation makes its StormShield™ fabric a formidable barrier, sure to keep you 
warm in even the coldest conditions. That fabric sits on top of a thick and durable 
overbuilt tub, perfect for gear storage and long traversals over rough terrain. Two 
massive side doors allow you to get some air, or chase a tip-up without tripping 
over your flasher, rods, or gear. Best of all, these shelters set up easily, without 
having to detach or remove any poles. It’s time to get away from everyday life 
and make some memories on the ice. It’s time to make your Eskape!

P R O D U C T
SPOTLIGHT



S Q U A R E
F E E T

S H E LT E R
H E I G H T

28 79”

S Q U A R E
F E E T

S H E LT E R
H E I G H T

26 77.5”

ALL ESKAPE
SHELTERS FEATURE:

(2)  TWO OVERSIZED SIDE DOORS

STORMSHIELD™  INSULATED FABRIC

GRAY INTERIOR

DURABLE, THICK GAUGE SLED

  ROTO-MOLDED SLED ON ESKAPE 2800

SLIDING & SWIVELING VERSA™  SEATING

ALUMINUM SQUARE TUBING

ZIPPERED WINDOW COVERS

YKK®  ZIPPERS
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Eskimo flip style shelters offer ice anglers a 
variety of rugged and durable options to fit 
any style of fishing. New this year, our 
Eskape Series makes a comeback with 
largest-in-class side door entry. Eskimo 
flip shelters are available in three fab-
ric configurations, including our flagship 
StormShield™ insulated fabric. It features 
an abrasion-resistant, robust three-layer 
bonded fabric design, with 80 grams of 
high-loft insulation. Warm, rugged, durable, 
and sure to keep you comfortable on the ice.

FLIP-OVER
S L E D  S H E L T E R S

adjective   |   time-test•ed   |   \ ˈtīm-ˌte-stəd \
TIME-TESTED

having effectiveness that has been 
proven over a long period of time

having stood the test of time



QUICKFLIP 1
#15300

SIERRA
#25300

ESKAPE 2600
#38400

GRIZZLY
#26500

WIDE 1 INFERNO
#15350

SIERRA THERMAL
#25250

ESKAPE 2800
#38500
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M A K I N G

Pike Patties

• 3-5 LBS OF PIKE FILLETS

• 1-2 CUPS OF ITALIAN 
 BREADCRUMBS
 (based on consistency preference)

• SALT & PEPPER

• 2-3 EGGS
 (based on preference)

• MAYONNAISE
 (Optional)

INGREDIENTS



Here is how I like to make 
delicious Pike Patties: 
 

Enjoy a day on the lake and catch 6 to 8 pike 
under 18 inches (the smaller the pike, the 
smaller the Y bones).

Filet the fish in a traditional manner. Remove the 
rib cage and skin, leaving the Y bones. You want 
to have about 3 to 5 pounds of raw meat for this 
recipe.

After thoroughly cleaning the fillets run them 
one pass through a meat grinder with the fine 
texture head installed. This process grinds the 
Y bones and fillet into a soft hamburger like 
consistency. You may want to repeat this 
process depending on preference. 

Beat 2 to 3 eggs (depending on preference) in 
a separate bowl, then stir in your ground meat. 

Add fine ground Italian Breadcrumbs and mix 
with the egg/fish mixture. Start with one cup 
and add more depending on how much fish you 
have. Continue to knead the mix together and 
add salt and pepper to taste. (The goal is to get 
the mixture to a consistency similar to a burger, 
so you can pack it into patties.)

Pack the meat into patties resembling a frozen 
1/4lb hamburger patty. The key is to not get 
them too thick as they will burn on the outside 
during cooking before the inside of the patty is 
fully cooked. 

Next set your oven to 350°F. Prepare another 
bowl for egg wash and one for breadcrumbs. 
For baking I will use an egg wash and then 
gently pat the patties with breadcrumbs and 
seasoning until they are evenly covered. I then 
bake them at 350°F until golden brown. 

If frying, I will use an egg wash and a mixture of flour 
and seasonings coated evenly—just like when frying 
fish fillets. You can also simplify the process by using 
your favorite store bought fish breading.

Place the breaded fish onto a cookie sheet and 
place into your preheated oven (350°F) or into 
your hot oil. Fry or bake until golden brown and 
fully cooked in the center. Cook time will vary 
depending on the thickness of your patty, so 
be sure to always check that it is fully cooked 
(145°F minimum for fish) before consuming. 
Place the cooked patty on your favorite artisan 
bun with a fresh slice of tomato and lettuce, 
spread on some tarter (or cocktail sauce for a 
tangy option) and ENJOY! 

e all know that feeling of fighting a fish 
to the boat with high hopes of a trophy 

walleye only to find it’s a hammer handle North-
ern Pike. Usually they come covered in slime, and 
you can be sure that your clothes will be tainted 
for life with that smell. Maybe you shouldn’t be 
disappointed the next time this happens—those 
hammer handle Pike hold a secret that will 
change the way you view them. 

Northern Pike are notoriously known for their Y 
bones. These bones are a Y-shaped bone that 
follows along the whole filet until shortly before 
the tail. On larger pike, these bones are easily 
noticeable and can be easily trimmed around to 
produce some very good-sized fillets that are 
suitable for frying. But on the smaller fish…well 
that’s a different story. Small pike are nearly 
impossible to carve around the Y bones because 
of their slender fillet. But what if you didn’t have 
to remove the Y bones? Would a fish that only 
feeds on other fish taste good? The answer is a 
definitive yes, but the key is all in the preparation. 

With the right sized fish and a few simple steps, 
you can turn those pesky bait stealing slime balls 
into a dish that you can’t get enough of. This 
recipe produces a quick and easy delicious meal 
that can be ready in just minutes.

The best part of this recipe is that a fish that 
typically is considered a nuisance will quickly 
become a household favorite! Because of the 
smaller fish, the Y bones are also small enough 
that through the grinding process and cooking, 
they quickly dissolve and can’t be noticed. 

1
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P R O  S T A F F
GREG HAYES
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Catch and Cook is the perfect marriage 
between what a chef and a guide want 
to eat and serve their guests. Blending 
the perfect mixture of spices and flours, 
just like a chef would do in their own 
kitchen. The mixture has been formu-
lated to perfectly coat and add a crunch 
to any type of fish, wild game, fowl, or 
whatever else you feel like coating and 
tossing into the fryer. Catch and Cook 
brings you a clean flavor that allows 
the natural flavors and aromas of your 
meats to shine through. Learn more and 
purchase at catchandcook.net.

More than a collection of mouthwa-
tering recipes, this cookbook is an in-
spiring tribute to living the wild game 
lifestyle as it shares Steven Rinella’s 
hands-on relationship with the most 
elemental aspects of existence. Wheth-
er you’re cooking outdoors or in the 
kitchen, at the campfire or on the grill, 
this cookbook will be an indispensable 
guide for both novices and expert chefs. 
Featuring over 100 recipes, this cook-
book is the answer to every hunter and 
angler’s needs, and can be found on 
the shelves of great bookstores or at 
themeateater.com. 

Seven exceptional blends straight from 
Steve Rinella’s kitchen to yours. These 
spice mixes come from years of tin-
kering and testing. Most commercial 
blends combine low-quality spices with 
too much salt. Not these. They’ve been 
specifically designed for wild game 
meats—bold enough to hold up, but not 
overpower, what you worked so hard 
to bring home. MeatEater offers a full 
line of seven distinct spices for every-
thing in your freezer, check them out at 
themeateater.com.

MEATEATER
CHARISMATIC MEGASPICES

MEATEATER
FISH AND GAME COOKBOOK

CATCH AND COOK
FISH AND GAME BATTER

Check out this awesome collection of products from some of our other 
friends in the industry. We may not have made them ourselves, but we 

sure plan to enjoy them on the ice this year!

Products
R E C O M M E N D E D2020



Ice Strong Titanium Spring Bobbers are 
the MOST important part of an ice fish-
ing setup. Serving not only as an exten-
sion to your rod, but a highly sensitive 
strike indicator. Rated for -25°F without 
losing shape or sensitivity, beyond see-
ing the lightest bites, these bobbers are 
also vital to watching your jig cadence 
for the most finicky fish. Tournament 
proven, these are the only bobbers you’ll 
ever need. See the lightest bites!

This is not your standard spoon. Made 
from ABS plastic, the Live Spoon is un-
like any other ice fishing spoon on the 
market. Its unique design and compo-
sition flutters on the lift or drop, fea-
tures an internal rattle chamber, and is 
finished off with a custom treble hook. 
Offered in two different sizes to cover 
a wide range of species, each size is 
available in multiple paint schemes, with 
Glow and UV options available.

The Yo-Zuri Rattl’N Vibe Mini™ was de-
signed to target all varieties of panfish, 
perch, walleye, crappie, and pike. Its 
compact profile, fast sinking/swimming 
action on the fall, and fantastic color 
patterns are features that even the pick-
iest or most sluggish predators won’t be 
able to resist. Available in new colors 
and sizes this year, Yozuri has you cov-
ered from panfish to walleye.

The Northland Tackle Glo-Shot® 
Fire-Belly Spoon utilizes a lead free 
Z-alloy (Zinc) body to cut through the 
water column, reaching fish faster, but 
in a smaller offering. That combination 
of drop speed, and small size, makes 
the Glo-Shot® Fire-Belly Spoon a true 
winner in the spoon category. Pair this 
with fish attracting glow stick technol-
ogy, and you have one powerful fish 
catching tool.

EUROTACKLE
LIVE SPOON

YO-ZURI
RATTL’N VIBE MINI

NORTHLAND TACKLE
GLO-SHOT® FIRE-BELLY SPOON

ICE STRONG
TITANIUM SPRING BOBBERS

2B SELECT SERIES
SPOON DADDY

LIVETARGET
FLUTTER SHAD

The Flutter Shad mimics a Shad flutter-
ing in distress. The Inner-Core produces 
a vibrant flash, and the feather hook 
creates drag and holds the hook in an 
ideal strike position when falling. Lift 
and drop to create a falling shimmy 
action, or snap the rod tip to impart 
an erratic twitch action. The result is a 
strobing flash, that triggers predatory 
gamefish. Available in five different 
sizes and 10 colors.

KAHTOOLA
MICROSPIKES®

Winner of Backpacker Magazine’s Hall 
of Fame Award and Editors’ Choice Gold 
Award, MICROspikes® footwear trac-
tion is the best choice for ice fishing. 
Twelve stainless steel spikes aggres-
sively dig into ice, welded stainless steel 
chains offer added traction in snow 
while remaining flexible and highly pack-
able, and tough TPU inserts reinforce 
key stress points and keep the system 
securely in place.

northlandtackle.com

livetargetlures.com

yo-zuri.com

fishicestrong.com

eurotackle.net

kahtoola.com

Two Brothers Innovations, a Paul and 
Gregg Thorne company, introduces the 
new 2B Select Series—a trio of ice rods 
which provide species-specific presen-
tation with durable Army Cork Split Grip 
handles. The Spoon Daddy is designed 
with a highly-tuned, extra-fast action for 
thunderbolt hooksets at any depth. A 34” 
rod length enhances fish fighting and 
landing capabilities, making this a must-
have premium spoon presentation rod.

2bice.com

MARCUM
MX-7GPS LITHIUM

The Lithium-powered MX7 fuses GPS 
mapping to MarCum’s legendary sonar 
platform. For decades, MarCum has built 
an ice-specific sonar platform on pow-
er, patented Interference Rejection (IR), 
adjustable zoom anywhere in the water 
column, and a laundry-list of industry 
“firsts.” Lighting fast sonar reaction has 
been a hallmark of the MarCum brand, 
and has made it the most sought-after 
ice sonar platform to this day.

marcumtech.com
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Safety O N  T H E

H A R DWAT E R



s winter takes hold, many of us can’t 
wait for hard water fishing. Although a 

lot of anglers look forward to this season, 
some forget about the inherent danger 
associated with it. Unfortunately, every year 
numerous people fall through the ice and all 
too often, some tragically perish. Before 
heading out, knowing a few simple precautions 
and understanding basic survival skills may 
make the difference between life and death. 

Let’s first discuss the effects of cold water 
shock to the human body. When a person first 
falls through the ice, the body’s initial reaction to 
abrupt cold water immersion is to gasp. The cold 
water shock will literally suck the breath out of 
your lungs, causing many people to panic and 
inhale water. This factor alone causes many 
drowning deaths, compared to hypothermia 
which is discussed later. Understanding that 
gasping and losing your breath is a short term 
normal response, keeping calm and treading 

water the first minute after falling in should be 
your only priority.

Obviously, if you’re in shallow water and can pop 
out quickly, do so. However, if you’re in deeper 
water, attempting to escape the water while 
unable to control your breathing is difficult and 
dangerous. After a short time, your body will 
become accustom to the cold water and your 
breathing will return to normal. Once your breath-
ing is controlled, it’s now time to focus on quickly 
getting out. First, get your bearings and try to 
locate the tracks you left prior to falling through. 
This points you in the general direction of safe 
ice, since it was able to hold your weight before 
falling through. After you have quickly located 
the direction of escape, prop your body onto the 
ice and kick hard while pulling yourself up. If ice 
breaks off, push away broken pieces and contin-
ue going until solid ice is found. Once your entire 
body is onto solid ice, roll safely away from the 
hole. Rolling away disperses your weight and 
helps to not fall through again. If you carry ice 
picks, use them to pull yourself onto safe ice. 

Ice picks are inexpensive and make a huge 
difference when attempting to pull your body 
onto safe ice. 

A

TREAD WATER & 
CONTROL BREATHING

USE OF ICE PICKS & 
KICK TO ESCAPE

P R O  S T A F F
ADAM WALTON
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Although is it may seem insane, once out of the 
water, remove as much heavy wet clothing as 
possible and head towards help. Since 
cold wet clothing pulls away body heat 
much faster than cold air, removing 
items will keep you warmer compared 
to keeping them on.

Along with drowning, hypothermia is a 
secondary concern, but just as much 
of a threat. If you are unable to get 
out of the water, or if you do get out 
but are far away from help, hypother-
mia will quickly set in and may cause 
death. The first stage of hypothermia is 
body shivers. As time passes, numb-
ness will begin to set in, eventually 
making it difficult or impossible to con-
trol your body movements. Continued 
cold exposure will lead to advanced 
stages of hypothermia, which include 
altered mental status and poor deci-
sion making. If no help is found, uncon-
sciousness will eventually occur, which 
can lead to death. Both the water and 
air temperature will affect how quick-
ly these stages occur, but generally 
speaking, victims have roughly 10 to 
15 minutes before the loss of purpose-
ful movement begins. This includes 
grasping objects, along with moving 
arms and legs. If hypothermia contin-
ues to go untreated, unconsciousness 
will occur typically within 1 hour and 
eventually lead to death.

If you are able to rescue someone, be 
aware of the stages of hypothermia. 
It is important to rewarm a victim, but 
do so slowly. Rapid rewarming, like 

Recognizing the signs and symptoms of hypother-

mia are important not only to you, but also to those 

around you, since onset often goes unnoticed until 

it’s too late. The three stages of hypothermia are 

shown in more detail below. Please remember a 

victim can go through each of these stages very 

rapidly depending on conditions and their body size.

MILD HYPOTHERMIA 
Body temperature ranges between 

90°–95°F and the victim typically 

shivers to maintain body temperature.

MODERATE HYPOTHERMIA  
Body temperature ranges between 

86°–90°F and shivering gives way to 

slight confusion, uncoordinated 

behavior, and tiredness. Metabolism 

and body functions slow considerably.

SEVERE HYPOTHERMIA 

Body temperature is below 86°F and 

all shivering stops. Mild confusion 

leads to complete disorientation, 

irrational thought process, and then 

into lethargy. The victim will slip into 

a coma and die if help does not arrive.

Stages of
Hypothermia



submersion into a hot bath, can cause a victim of advanced hypothermia to go into cardiac 
arrest. Always call your emergency response number if you see someone in distress, even 
if you’re able to rescue the victim. Professional care is usually necessary even after the 
subject is pulled from the water.

One can see the importance of traveling with a fishing partner 
and letting others know your location prior to heading out. If 
alone, self rescue can be very difficult and hypothermia effects 

can take hold long before you reach help. Some other things 
to think about are wearing equipment such as Eskimo Uplyft™ 
float assist suits, ice picks, or even a life jacket. Ice anglers 
should also carry items such as a throw rope, extra gloves/
stocking hats, flares, etc…which all can help in emergency sit-
uations. Please be safe this season and plan accordingly. Ice 
fishing is a blast, but understanding the dangers that go with it 
and how to handle them may save your life!  

 

Captain Adam Walton operates 
Pike Pole Fishing Guide Service 
and is a certified firefighter 
paramedic for the State of Wisconsin.
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ROUGHNECK
J A C K E T  &  B I B S

W H A T  W E  L O V E  A B O U T  T H E

Roughneck Suit
The functionality of workwear meets the 
mobility of athletic wear, all with the added 
peace of mind of Uplyft™ flotation assist. 
The Roughneck suit is the toughest set of 
jacket and bibs on the ice, with 600 denier 
DuraDry™ fabric that sheds water, wind and 
ice. A sherpa fleece lining, reinforced joints, 
and a mobility-focused fit allows you to do it 
all on the ice in maximum comfort and warmth, 
with minimal bulk. The Roughneck gives
you everything you’ll need to get the job done 
when Mother Nature throws her best at you.

REAL WORLD DURABILITY 
Roughneck™ might just be the toughest suit 
you’ll ever own.

RUGGED GOOD LOOKS 
Like the Grizzly Adams of ice fishing suits.

SHERPA-LINED WARMTH 
Incredible warmth with minimal weight and bulk.

UPLYFT™  BREATHABLE FLOTATION 
Allows your skin to breathe which helps regulate your 
body temperature for a comfortable day on the ice.

POCKETS WHERE YOU NEED THEM

DURADRY™  600 DENIER FABRIC

P R O D U C T
SPOTLIGHT



MEN #34053

ROUGHNECK BIBS

M–5XL

MEN #34052

ROUGHNECK JACKET

M–5XL

UPLYFT™  BREATHABLE FLOTATION

DURADRY™  POLYESTER FABRIC

DURABLE WATER REPELLENT (DWR)

FULLY-TAPED SEAMS

COMPLETE WATERPROOF PROTECTION

5K /  5K WATERPROOF/BREATHABLE FABRIC

SHERPA FLEECE LINING

REINFORCED SHOULDERS & ELBOWS

FAST-DRAINING INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION

FIT FOR MOBILITY

YKK ® ZIPPERS

THE ROUGHNECK SUIT FEATURES:
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View our size chart online to find your perfect fit.

GetEskimo.com

APPAREL
J A C K E T S  •  B I B S

Making better ice fishing apparel is 
not something we take lightly. Our 
goal is to change your expectations 
about what your apparel can do to 
keep you safe and warm, make you 
more comfortable, and allow you to 
fish longer. This means constantly 
pushing the envelope on new 
materials and designs to make 
that happen. Unique features like 
our Uplyft™ breathable flotation, 
and our industry-leading 15k/15k 
Waterproof/Breathable rating on 
select suits set us apart from 
the competition. Try one on and 
experience the difference yourself.

verb   |   in•no•va•tive   |   \ ̍ inəˌvādiv \
INNOVATIVE

to make changes : do something in 
a new way



FLAG CHASER
JACKET

#31525

ROUGHNECK
JACKET

#34052

KEEPER
JACKET

#31529

LEGEND
JACKET

#31533

FLAG CHASER
PANTS

#31527

ROUGHNECK
BIBS
#34053

KEEPER
BIBS
#31531

LEGEND
BIBS
#31534

FLAG CHASER
JACKET

#31526

KEEPER
JACKET

#33894

KEEPER
JACKET

#31530

SUPERIOR
JACKET

#34054

FLAG CHASER
PANTS

#31528

KEEPER
BIBS
#33895

KEEPER
BIBS
#31532

SUPERIOR
BIBS
#34055

MEN’S

MEN’S

MEN’S

MEN’S MEN’S MEN’S

MEN’S

WOMEN’SWOMEN’S

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

MEN’S MEN’S WOMEN’S

YOUTH YOUTH
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FLAG CHASER
VEST
#31523

SHANTY BOSS
PULLOVER

#33512

BUFFALO
PLAID HOODIE

#30047

FLAG CHASER
VEST
#31524

SHANTY BOSS
SWEATPANT

#33514

PERFORMANCE
HOODIE

#30045

1/4 ZIP
FLEECE SWEATER

#30087

SHANTY BOSS
PULLOVER

#33513

ICE BOX BLACK
HOCKEY HOODIE

#36489

PERFORMANCE
LONGSLEEVE

#30024

SHANTY BOSS
SWEATPANT

#33515

BIBJAK
PULLOVER

#33904

MEN’S WOMEN’S

MEN’S MEN’S

MEN’S MEN’S

MEN’S MEN’S

MEN’S MEN’S WOMEN’SWOMEN’S

APPAREL
L A Y E R I N G  •  H A T S  •  G L O V E S



BUFFALO PLAID
ALASKAN FUR HAT

#27761 – #27763

POM
WINTER HAT

#30363

BUFFALO PLAID
TRUCKER CAP

#36467

BUFFALO
CHOPPER MITTS

#31541

STRIPED
KNIT HAT

#30361

RED
KNIT BEANIE

#30482

GRAY
PATCH CAP

#36468

YOUTH BUFFALO
CHOPPER MITTS

#34075

GRAY
KNIT HAT

#34070

BUFFALO PLAID
NECK GAITER

#31539

FLAG CHASER
GLOVES

#31542

BUFFALO PLAID
COLD WEATHER GLOVES

#34073

NORDIC
KNIT HAT

#34071

ESKIMO
BALACLAVA

#33516

ROUGHNECK
GLOVES

#34074
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P A N T S

FLAG CHASER
If you’re the type of angler that loves to be 
active on the ice and finds all of the bib 
options on the market to be too bulky, you’re 
gonna love the Flag Chaser pants. These pants 
allow you to effectively layer up or layer down 
depending on the conditions and your activity 
level. If you consider yourself to be a  run-n-
gun style angler that likes to chase fish, the 
Flag Chaser pant is the perfect option for you. 
Whether you’re chasing down tip-ups or spend-
ing the evening in a permanent shack, these 
pants can be layered and worn to meet your 
needs and keep you comfortable.

W H A T  W E  L O V E  A B O U T  T H E

Flag Chaser Pant
NO BUNCHING OR BULKINESS 
Easier to walk in deep snow and slush, and keeps you 
less tired by the end of the day.

VERSATILE 
Perfect inside the shack or out on the town.

EXTREMELY BREATHABLE 
You won’t overheat in the truck while driving to the lake.

ADJUSTABLE COMFORT 
Features a self-adjusting waistband, and secure, 
removable suspenders to keep the pants in place.

DURADRY™  FABRIC WITH 3M™  THINSULATE™

REINFORCED KNEES FOR DURABILITY

P R O D U C T
SPOTLIGHT



MEN #31527

FLAG CHASER PANTS

WOMEN #31528

FLAG CHASER PANTS

S–2XL

M–5XL TALL M–5XL

DURADRY™  POLYESTER FABRIC

DURABLE WATER REPELLENT (DWR)

10K /  10K WATERPROOF/BREATHABLE FABRIC

REINFORCED KNEES & ANKLES

STRETCH CROTCH GUSSET

60GM 3M™  THINSULATE™  INSULATION

SELF-ADJUSTING HIGH BACK WAIST

ADJUSTABLE /  REMOVABLE SUSPENDERS

BOOT-LENGTH ZIPPERS

YKK ® ZIPPERS

THE FLAG CHASER PANT 
FEATURES:
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Ice Angler’s
T H E

H O N O R  C O D E

P R O  S T A F F
DAVE WASNESS

was introduced to the sport of fishing at a young age. I basi-
cally grew up with a fishing pole in my hand. Over the years, 

you learn more and more about fishing, and a lot of the unwritten 
rules. You can say that these unwritten rules make up the Ice Anglers 
Honor Code. What to do while ice fishing, what not to do while ice 
fishing, fishing groups that help teach and grow the sport of fishing, 
and how anglers can give back to the sport of fishing are some of the 
topics I’d like to discuss.

I
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There are many things that you should and 
should not do while ice fishing. How you react 
in different situations on the ice can affect not 
only your experience, but also the experience of 
anglers fishing with or near you. I have always 
tried to help fellow anglers in need, whether they 
need help drilling their holes, an extra propane 
tank to stay warm (and stay on the bite longer), 
or guidance on where the fish are more active. 
I always lend a hand. If we’re all catching fish, 
we end up having a better day, which means 
more smiles all around. It is most meaningful to 
help those ice angler families that are bringing 
their kids out for the day. Nothing is better than 
seeing a kid catch a fish or multiple fish. The 
reaction and smiles are worth it all.

A few items that we really should not do while 
out ice fishing is leaving trash on the ice, dump-
ing our bait on the ice (check local laws), leav-
ing fish on the ice, and fishing too close without 
permission. Anything that you bring onto the 
ice, you should take off the ice with you, no 
matter how small that item is. We have a group 
in Fargo, the Fargo-Moorhead Muskies Inc., that 
do an amazing job each year cleaning up after 
other anglers. As far back as I can remember 
they have had their annual spring ice cleaning 
day. They go out to an area lake and pick up all 
the trash they can find. This has been extremely 
helpful for the lake, the fish, and the residents 
on the lake. I would encourage you all to find a 
local group that does the same and participate 
in their clean-up day. 

How close to another angler can you fish? This 
question gets brought up a lot on different fo-

If I am within speaking 
distance to another 
angler, I will always ask 
permission to fish by them

“



rums. The legal response in Minnesota is 
that you must stay 10 feet apart. Sometimes, 
I think 10 or even 20 feet is too close. If I am 
within speaking distance to another angler, I 
will always ask permission to fish by them, 
and I can’t think of a time that I’ve said no to 
another angler asking if they can fish next to 
me. I enjoy fishing as a group and having a 
fun time, especially if they are new anglers 
that ask for advice.

I have a deep passion for the sport of fishing. I 
have held many fishing clinics and seminars 
over the last few years and have taught thou-
sands of kids about fishing. Passing down 
the sport and protecting the sport of fishing is 
important and a topic that I teach in my semi-
nars. Every walleye angler has a goal to catch 
a thirty-inch walleye. That is a trophy fish and a 
fish that is not easy to find and catch. So, how 
big is too big to keep? While many lakes and/or 
states have slots or special regulations on the 
size of fish you can keep, I like to follow a twen-
ty-inch rule. I release all fish over twenty inch-
es. These tend to by healthy female fish that are 
needed to sustain the fisheries. I always carry a 
camera to take a good picture and then release 

those larger fish. It is okay to keep a fish of a 
lifetime, such as a thirty-inch walleye, if you 
want to mount it. Just keep in mind that repli-
cas last longer and are just as nice to look at.

One group that I’ve been 
a part of for years is FM 
Walleyes Unlimited, Inc. 
This is a club that was 
formed with a mission state-

ment to promote conservation, sportsmanship, 
and education. I like that they give back to the 
community and that they teach others how to 
be better anglers. Whether they are helping with 
a local fishing derby, or holding their Angler 
/ Young Angler (AYA) Tournaments, they are 
always working on teaching others how to be 
better anglers. I would encourage everyone to 
find a local fishing club to become a part of, 
and help pass along your passion for ice fishing 
to others. It is so important to teach kids about 
fishing at a young age, so they can develop a 
passion of their own for the sport that we all 
love so much. Next time you go fishing, bring a 
kid and help your fellow angler that may be in 
need. You all will enjoy your day more, and have 
a great time out on the ice. 
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I DON’T KNOW WHO NEEDS TO HEAR this, but 
most Americans see ice fishing as a joke. They 
picture a caricature— a fat, drunk, old man sitting 
on a bucket in the midst of a blizzard; a hobby only 
for bored, Midwesterners with nothing better to do 
during months of winter wasteland. We precious 
few appreciate how challenging and technical, 
dynamic and exciting, social and rewarding the 
sport really is. 

Most of the MeatEater crew are life-long 
ice anglers. Many of us dream about hardwater 
traditions all year, from the crisp sunrises to the 
grilled bratwurst on toasted pretzel buns to the 

hours of quality time with family, friends, and our 
fellow devoted. We celebrate fresh, winter walleye 
and burbot fillets and the process that brings them. 
But we’re also painfully aware of that “Grumpy Old 
Men” stigma, the common, misunderstanding of 
what we’re doing out there on frozen lakes for 
days on end. So, we made a series to show all 
those morons just how wrong they are. 

We bring you the Fur Hat Ice Tour—a six-part 
video series celebrating the culture, tradition, and 
straight-up fun of hardwater angling. MeatEater’s 
unique brand of outdoors storytelling takes you 
to a few of the most iconic ice fisheries in the 

Fur Hat Ice Tour
A MeatEater Film Series Coming Soon to YouTube!



country—plus a couple you’ve never heard 
of. With help from our friends at Eskimo and 
hosted by MeatEater’s own Steven Rinella, 
Janis Putelis, Ryan Callaghan, and Miles 
Nolte, the Fur Hat Ice Tour features two 
episodes in Montana, two in Minnesota, 
and two in Wisconsin. Our guests span 
the spectrum of ice anglers, from young 
guns deploying space-age technology, to 
octogenarian artisans painting their own 
hand-carved decoys. We bring you in for 
the raucous parties, community fish fries, 
backcountry snow camping, and much 
more—from tickling finicky perch to spearing 
hundred-pound sturgeon. We seek out lake 
festivals that look like shanty villages, tiny 
urban ponds, and deep, mountain solitude 
lakes to share the love with those who 
already know, and to show those who don’t 
what they’re missing. 

This series will launch in the Winter of 
2020, so keep an eye on TheMeatEater.com 
and our social media channels for updates 
and other great fishing content. We’ll see 
you in the hut!
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ACCESSORIES



QUAD
ICE CHAIR

#30619

BUCKET
CADDY

#33540

LARGE MOUTH
DRY BAG

#32730

PLAID XL
TRIPOD STOOL

#34840

XL FOLDING
ICE CHAIR

#27613

FOLDING
ICE CHAIR

#69813

PLAID XL FOLDING
ICE CHAIR

#34779

PLAID FOLDING
ICE CHAIR

#34789

C H I S E L S  •  C H A I R S

ONE-PIECE
CHISEL

#CH11

ECONOMY
CHISEL

#CH7

BUCKET
CHISEL

#CH9

TWO-PIECE
CHISEL

#CH12
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SHELTER
COAT HOOKS

#30611

ANCHOR
DRILL ADAPTER

#18734

DELUXE STRAP
TIE DOWN KIT

#24260

ICE ANCHORS
(2-PACK)

#69138

TANDEM
TOW BRACKET

#32927

DELUXE
TOW HITCH

#30603

UNIVERSAL
TOW HITCH

#11608

SPREADER POLE
STOW KIT

#36184

60” / 64”
TRAVEL COVER

#27651 / #34120

50”
TRAVEL COVER

#16475

60” XL
TRAVEL COVER

#23400

70” DELUXE
TRAVEL COVER

#27630

UNIVERSAL
TRAY TABLE

#30610

64” / 70”
TRACKING KIT

#33518 / #26899

SLED SHELTER
BATTERY TRAY

#35000

50” / 60”
TRACKING KIT

#16465 / #69195

5
RUNNERS

*SLED NOT INCLUDED*SLED NOT INCLUDED

*SLED NOT INCLUDED*SLED NOT INCLUDED*SLED NOT INCLUDED *SLED NOT INCLUDED

3
RUNNERS

S H E L T E R  A C C E S S O R I E S



 HYPERCOIL™
#12777

SELF-VENTING
GAS CAP

#15346

POWERHEAD
COVER

#69811

POWER
AUGER BAG

#69812

QUANTUM™
AUGER BIT

#QT8N / #QT10N

12” / 18” AUGER
EXTENSION
#EXT12 / #EXT18

8” PISTOL BIT™
EXTENSION

#30864

UNIVERSAL 
WALL MOUNT 
AUGER RACK

#31388

CENTERING 
POINT
#90129

POWER AUGER 
BLADES

#28340 / #28345

8”/ 10”

HAND AUGER 
BLADES

#RB6 / #RB7 / #RB8

6”/ 7”/ 8”

PISTOL BIT™
ADAPTER

#34677

AUGER BLADE 
PROTECTORS

#232A / #233A

8”/ 10”

HAND AUGER 
BLADE 

PROTECTORS
#303A / #304

6”/ 7” & 8”

2-CYCLE
ENGINE OIL

#300400

4-CYCLE
ENGINE OIL

#20427

A U G E R  A C C E S S O R I E S
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WHAT IS A PODCAST?
Seems like everyone is listening to or talking 
about podcasts these days, and rightfully so, 
but maybe you don’t know where to start. So 
what is a podcast and how do I get started? 
A podcast is a talk show in the form of a 
digital audio file you can stream or download 
to enjoy conversations about your favorite 
topics. Think of a topic you love—chances 
are there’s a podcast or two about it. When it 
comes to ice fishing, there are a lot of great 
shows out there, so we’d like to recommend 
a few of our favorites to help get you started.

HOW DO YOU USE A PODCAST?
The best part about podcasts is that once you 
find one you like, there’s likely tons of content to 
explore. Episodes are usually released regularly 
(depending on the schedule of each individual 

creator), so simply subscribe, and enjoy new 
episodes as they appear. Listen on your phone, 
computer, or other mobile devices.

DO PODCASTS COST MONEY?
They say nothing in life is free, but good news—
podcasts usually are! Some creators may offer 
optional paid versions with additional content, 
but for the most part, listening to podcasts is 
free, and an incredible value for all the great 
content out there.

WHERE CAN I  DOWNLOAD 
PODCASTS? 
There are several platforms that provide podcast 
hosting & downloads. Not all podcasts are avail-
able everywhere, so sometimes it pays to browse 
other platforms if you’re not finding what you’re 
looking for, but most commonly you’ll find them 
through the iTunes, Spotify, or Soundcloud apps.

PODCASTS 101
ICE FISHING



If you are looking to be entertained, learn a thing or two, or just can’t get enough 
fishing talk, check out one of these great podcasts on your favorite platform.

PAUL BUNYAN
COUNTRY OUTDOORS

FISH HOUSE 
NATION PODCAST

HARD WATER
FISHING SHOW

THE LONE ANGLER
PODCAST

MEATEATER 
PODCAST
Building on the belief that a 
deeper understanding of the 
natural world enriches all of 
our lives, host Steven Rinella 
brings a deep and relevant 
look at all outdoor topics 
including hunting, fishing, 
nature, conservation and 
wild foods.

OUTDOOR ED 
PODCAST
All outdoors talk with a big 
emphasis on hunting and 
fishing from the Rocky 
Mountain region. Hosted 
by Eskimo Pro Staffer 
Matt Mascarenas.

SHACKTALK
PODCAST
Come on in, grab a bucket, 
and have a seat! Eskimo Pro 
Staffers Kyle Agre and Anthony 
Kleinwachter host, discussing 
ice fishing tips, tricks, and 
destinations with tons of great 
guests around the sport.

RECOMMENDED SHOWS
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All weights, specifications and features are approximate and are subject to change without notice. Due to continuous product improvements, 
product images may not be exact. Warning labels in some product images may have been removed for photography purposes only. Props 
shown in photos not included. Some assembly may be required.

 CAPACITY 3-4 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 61 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 94” X 94”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 65” X 8.25” X 8.25”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC STORMSHIELD™

 INTERIOR GRAY
 HEIGHT 80”
 WEIGHT 44 LB
 DOORS 2
 ICE ANCHORS 6
 TIE DOWNS (2) DELUXE

60TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
4 1 9 6 0

SPECIFICATIONS
S H E L T E R S  •  A U G E R S  •  C H I S E L S

BE SURE TO REGISTER YOUR 
ESKIMO PRODUCTS

Eskimo products are built to last season after season. We are proud 
to offer industry-leading warranties, and support our products with 

a knowledgeable, dedicated, year-round customer service team that 
is ready to help with any product questions you may have. Be sure to 
register your product online immediately after purchase to allow us to 

help you more efficiently.

GetEskimo.com/pages/warranty



 CAPACITY 2 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 25 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 60” X 60”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 45” X 8.5” X 8.5”
 INSULATION NO
 FABRIC ICETIGHT™

 INTERIOR BLACK
 HEIGHT 67”
 WEIGHT 21.5 LB
 DOORS 1
 ICE ANCHORS 6
 TIE DOWNS STANDARD

 CAPACITY 3 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 34 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 70” X 70”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 52” X 8.5” X 8.5”
 INSULATION NO
 FABRIC ICETIGHT™

 INTERIOR BLACK
 HEIGHT 80”
 WEIGHT 26 LB
 DOORS 2
 ICE ANCHORS 6
 TIE DOWNS STANDARD

 CAPACITY 3 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 34 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 70” X 70”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 52” X 10.5” X 10.5”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC IQ™

 INTERIOR BLACK
 HEIGHT 80”
 WEIGHT 34 LB
 DOORS 2
 ICE ANCHORS 6
 TIE DOWNS STANDARD

 CAPACITY 5 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 64 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 108” X 108”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 63” X 11” X 11”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC IQ™

 INTERIOR BLACK
 HEIGHT 84”
 WEIGHT 45 LB
 DOORS 2
 ICE ANCHORS 6
 TIE DOWNS STANDARD

 CAPACITY 3-4 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 61 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 94” X 94”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 65” X 7.5” X 7.5”
 INSULATION NO
 FABRIC ICETIGHT™

 INTERIOR BLACK
 HEIGHT 80”
 WEIGHT 30 LB
 DOORS 2
 ICE ANCHORS 6
 TIE DOWNS (2) DELUXE

 CAPACITY 2-3 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 51 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 112” X 112”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 59” X 10” X 10”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC STORMSHIELD™

 INTERIOR GRAY
 HEIGHT 77”
 WEIGHT 38 LB
 DOORS 2
 ICE ANCHORS 6
 TIE DOWNS (2) DELUXE

 CAPACITY 6 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 68 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 70” X 140”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 52” X 10.5” X 10.5”
 INSULATION NO
 FABRIC ICETIGHT™

 INTERIOR BLACK
 HEIGHT 80”
 WEIGHT 40 LB
 DOORS 2
 ICE ANCHORS 9
 TIE DOWNS STANDARD

 CAPACITY 3-4 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 61 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 94” X 94”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 65” X 8.25” X 8.25”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC IQ™

 INTERIOR BLACK
 HEIGHT 80”
 WEIGHT 44 LB
 DOORS 2
 ICE ANCHORS 6
 TIE DOWNS (2) DELUXE

 CAPACITY 4-5 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 75 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 139” X 138”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 70” X 11.5” X 11.5”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC STORMSHIELD™

 INTERIOR GRAY
 HEIGHT 80”
 WEIGHT 48 LB
 DOORS 2
 ICE ANCHORS 6
 TIE DOWNS (2) DELUXE

 CAPACITY 6 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 68 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 70” X 140”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 52” X 14” X 14”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC IQ™

 INTERIOR BLACK
 HEIGHT 80”
 WEIGHT 54 LB
 DOORS 2
 ICE ANCHORS 9
 TIE DOWNS STANDARD

 CAPACITY 7-9 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 109 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 94” X 167”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 62” X 14” X 14”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC IQ™

 INTERIOR BLACK
 HEIGHT 80”
 WEIGHT 66 LB
 DOORS 2
 ICE ANCHORS 9
 TIE DOWNS (2) DELUXE

OUTBREAK 650XD
4 0 6 5 0

FATFISH 9416i
F F 9 4 1 6 I

QUICKFISH 6i
3 6 1 5 0

QUICKFISH 3i
6 9 4 4 5

OUTBREAK 450XD
4 0 4 5 0

FATFISH 949i
F F 9 4 9 I

QUICKFISH 6
6 9 1 4 9

QUICKFISH 3
6 9 1 4 3

OUTBREAK 250XD
4 0 2 5 0

FATFISH 949
F F 9 4 9

QUICKFISH 5i
2 4 1 0 5

QUICKFISH 2
6 9 1 5 1

 CAPACITY 5-7 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 94 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 143” X 135”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 75” X 13” X 13”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC STORMSHIELD™

 INTERIOR GRAY
 HEIGHT 84”
 WEIGHT 52 LB
 DOORS 2
 ICE ANCHORS 9
 TIE DOWNS (3) DELUXE
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 CUT DIAMETER 8”
 WEIGHT 3.9 LB
 BLADE STYLE DUAL-FLAT
 BLADE MODEL #RB8
 AUGER LENGTH 40”
 CENTER POINT YES

 CUT DIAMETER 6”
 WEIGHT 3.2 LB
 BLADE STYLE DUAL-FLAT
 BLADE MODEL #RB6
 AUGER LENGTH 40”
 CENTER POINT NO

8” PISTOL BIT
3 5 6 0 0

6” PISTOL BIT
3 5 4 0 0

 CUT DIAMETER 8”
 WEIGHT 7.5 LB
 BLADE STYLE DUAL-FLAT
 BLADE MODEL #RB8
 AUGER LENGTH ADJUST 49-58”
 HANDLE 2-PIECE

 CUT DIAMETER 7”
 WEIGHT 7 LB
 BLADE STYLE DUAL-FLAT
 BLADE MODEL #RB7
 AUGER LENGTH ADJUST 49-58”
 HANDLE 2-PIECE

 CUT DIAMETER 6”
 WEIGHT 6.5 LB
 BLADE STYLE DUAL-FLAT
 BLADE MODEL #RB6
 AUGER LENGTH ADJUST 49-58”
 HANDLE 2-PIECE

8” HAND AUGER
H D 0 8

7” HAND AUGER
H D 0 7

6” HAND AUGER
H D 0 6

 CAPACITY 1 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 9.3 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 96” X 32”
 SLED SIZE 50” X 32” X 10”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 50” X 32” X 17”
 INSULATION NO
 FABRIC ICETIGHT™

 INTERIOR BLACK
 HEIGHT 60.5”
 WEIGHT 52 LB
 DOORS 1
 SEATING FOLDING ICE CHAIR

 CAPACITY 1 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 14.8 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 97” X 52”
 SLED SIZE 50” X 32” X 10”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 50” X 32” X 17”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC IQ™

 INTERIOR GRAY
 HEIGHT 60.5”
 WEIGHT 62 LB
 DOORS 1
 SEATING (1) SWIVEL VERSA™

 CAPACITY 2 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 22.5 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 60” X 84”
 SLED SIZE 60” X 31.5” X 7”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 60” X 36” X 19.5”
 INSULATION NO
 FABRIC ICETIGHT™

 INTERIOR BLACK
 HEIGHT 67”
 WEIGHT 74 LB
 DOORS 1
 SEATING (2) FIXED VERSA™

 CAPACITY 2 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 22.5 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 60” X 84”
 SLED SIZE 60” X 31.5” X 7”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 60” X 36” X 19.5”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC IQ™

 INTERIOR GRAY
 HEIGHT 67”
 WEIGHT 82 LB
 DOORS 1
 SEATING (2) SWIVEL VERSA™

 CAPACITY 2-3 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 28 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 70” X 94”
 SLED SIZE 70” X 36” X 13.5”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 70” X 38” X 22”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC STORMSHIELD™

 INTERIOR GRAY
 HEIGHT 78”
 WEIGHT 128 LB
 DOORS 1
 SEATING (2) SWIVEL VERSA™

 CAPACITY 2 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 26 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 64” X 98”
 SLED SIZE 64” X 36” X 12”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 64” X 42” X 20.5”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC STORMSHIELD™

 INTERIOR GRAY
 HEIGHT 77.5”
 WEIGHT 115 LB
 DOORS 2 SIDE DOORS
 SEATING (2) SWIVEL VERSA™

 CAPACITY 2-3 PERSON
 FISHABLE AREA 28 FT2

 SET-UP SIZE 70” X 98”
 SLED SIZE 70” X 36” X 13.5”
 COLLAPSED SIZE 70” X 42” X 22”
 INSULATION YES
 FABRIC STORMSHIELD™

 INTERIOR GRAY
 HEIGHT 79”
 WEIGHT 128 LB
 DOORS 2 SIDE DOORS
 SEATING (2) SWIVEL VERSA™

ESKAPE 2800
3 8 5 0 0

SIERRA
2 5 3 0 0

ESKAPE 2600
3 8 4 0 0

WIDE 1 INFERNO
1 5 3 5 0

GRIZZLY
2 6 5 0 0

SIERRA THERMAL
2 5 2 5 0

QUICKFLIP 1
1 5 3 0 0



 CUT DIAMETER 10”
 ENGINE 4-CYCLE VIPER®

 DISPLACEMENT 40 CC
 WEIGHT 28 LB
 AUGER STYLE ROCKET™

 BLADE MODEL #28345
 AUGER LENGTH 42”

 CUT DIAMETER 8”
 ENGINE 4-CYCLE VIPER®

 DISPLACEMENT 40 CC
 WEIGHT 28 LB
 AUGER STYLE QUANTUM™

 BLADE MODEL #28340
 AUGER LENGTH 42”

 CUT DIAMETER 10”
 ENGINE 2-CYCLE VIPER®

 DISPLACEMENT 43 CC
 WEIGHT 34 LB
 AUGER STYLE QUANTUM™

 BLADE MODEL #28345
 AUGER LENGTH 42”

 CUT DIAMETER 8”
 ENGINE 4-CYCLE VIPER®

 DISPLACEMENT 40 CC
 WEIGHT 26 LB
 AUGER STYLE ROCKET™

 BLADE MODEL #28340
 AUGER LENGTH 42”

 CUT DIAMETER 10”
 ENGINE 2-CYCLE VIPER®

 DISPLACEMENT 33 CC
 WEIGHT 24 LB
 AUGER STYLE ROCKET™

 BLADE MODEL #28345
 AUGER LENGTH 42”

 CUT DIAMETER 8”
 ENGINE 2-CYCLE VIPER®

 DISPLACEMENT 43 CC
 WEIGHT 32 LB
 AUGER STYLE QUANTUM™

 BLADE MODEL #28340
 AUGER LENGTH 42”

 CUT DIAMETER 10”
 ENGINE 4-CYCLE VIPER®

 DISPLACEMENT 40 CC
 WEIGHT 31 LB
 AUGER STYLE QUANTUM™

 BLADE MODEL #28345
 AUGER LENGTH 42”

 CUT DIAMETER 8”
 ENGINE 2-CYCLE VIPER®

 DISPLACEMENT 33 CC
 WEIGHT 22 LB
 AUGER STYLE ROCKET™

 BLADE MODEL #28340
 AUGER LENGTH 42”

 CUT DIAMETER 8”
 ENGINE 2-CYCLE VIPER®

 DISPLACEMENT 33 CC
 WEIGHT 28 LB
 AUGER STYLE QUANTUM™

 BLADE MODEL #28340
 AUGER LENGTH 42”

 CHIPPING HEAD SINGLE ACTION
 FOAM GRIP NO

LENGTH 52.5”
WEIGHT 4.5 LB

 CHIPPING HEAD DUAL ACTION
 FOAM GRIP NO

LENGTH 19”
WEIGHT 4 LB

 CHIPPING HEAD TRIPLE ACTION
 FOAM GRIP YES

LENGTH 59.5”
WEIGHT 11 LB

 CHIPPING HEAD TRIPLE ACTION
 FOAM GRIP YES

LENGTH 64”
WEIGHT 11 LB

ECONOMY CHISEL
C H 7

ONE-PIECE CHISEL
C H 1 1

BUCKET CHISEL
C H 9

TWO-PIECE CHISEL
C H 1 2

10” P1 ROCKET
P 1 R 1 0

8” HC40
H C 4 0 Q 8

10” MAKO
M 4 3 Q 1 0

10” F1 ROCKET
F 1 R 1 0

8” MAKO
M 4 3 Q 8

10” HC40
H C 4 0 Q 1 0

8” F1 ROCKET
F 1 R 0 8

8” STINGRAY
S 3 3 Q 8

8” P1 ROCKET
P 1 R 0 8
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